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The Show Cue system was designed to play audio cues such as sound. Using the Show Cues signal
allows you to play the original stream at any time, turn the sound on and off using a single button.

The main functions of Show Ciew are presented in the table. Flush touch display ISKU LS software
The package includes the ISKu LS software. The ISKVU software package can be installed free of
charge on any device connected to the Internet. For convenient work with ISKS KV demonstration
systems, ISKW KV is built into any device that is connected to the network. The ISKK program is
used with any demo demo device such as TV, Video-DVD or WEBVideo. Remote control remote

control User's Manual PSP Elite The PSP Elite portable console remote control has been designed to
make your control system even more efficient. The P SP Elite allows you to control your PSP using

the PSP's built-in infrared touch screen. PSP Base allows you to control the system using the
PSPElite infrared joystick or simply by changing channels and pressing buttons. PS-Base in

combination with PS-Elite gives you the opportunity to choose from different setup options. PS-WC
is an expansion module for PSP and will allow you to control the system using several devices

connected to the network at the same time in a single mode. PSWC has a built-in firewall feature
that secures the connection. The PSW module has a standard MOLEX connector for connection.

PSP modules can also be connected to the PSI interface.â‡¡# Manufacturer information Theta
Software is a leading developer of tools, systems and software products for online gaming and

entertainment. To date, ThetaÂ® has developed and launched several games that are popular with
users. Theta creates and implements effective interactive and communication applications, making
games available for both high-performance consoles and ordinary handheld devices. TheTA also
produces educational games for children, written in an accessible language, which are offered to

users as an aid in the learning process. The company provides a full package of services, including
marketing and user support, software and technical support. Theta develops and manufactures

software products for game console applications such as
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